












This volume is acollection of papers presented at the symposium on mathemafical
economics sponsored by the Research Insfitute for Mathematical Scienoes, Kyoto
$\mathrm{U}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\eta$, which was held during November $29\sim$ Deoember 1, 2002.
On behalf of the programme $\infty \mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}$, Iwould like to extend my cordial thanks to all
the participants of the symposium for their sincere and constructive contributions to our
project.
We can safely say that mathemafical reasonings have been playing amuch more
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
. ensable roles in economic theory than in any other disipline of social scienoes.
There seems to be several reasons which have endowed economic theory with pecuh.ar
mathemafical ch racters.
First of $\mathrm{a}\mathbb{I}$, many economic phenomena permit expressions in terms of quantitative
languages.
We have also to take account of the fact that an economy consists of ahuge number of
sectors which are entangled in a $\infty \mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}$ manner. Economic phenomena result ffiom the
interactions of these interdependent $\omega \mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ sectors. Their mutual relation is so
$\infty \mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ that an ordinary language and acasual way of thinking have only very linited
abflities to describe and analyze $\mathrm{e}\infty \mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ phenomena. It is quite easy for anyone to
imagine aerious $\infty \mathrm{n}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{1}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ which would result if we had recourse exclusively to ordinary
languages and casual reasonings. Although mathemafical reasonings may sometimes
seem too $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}$ for our purposes, it oertainly provides $\mathrm{e}\infty \mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}$ with simple and
efficient anahic l weapons.
Furthermore economists have been . suffeing from the difficulW of $\omega \mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$
experiments in their researches. That is exactly why much importanoe has been attached
to rigorous speculative experiments in $\mathrm{e}\infty \mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ ffieory. So cailed “axiomatic meffiod”
developed in Vienna duxing the interwar period should be regarded as being promoted by
the same view and $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\infty \mathrm{g}\dot{\mathrm{m}}\mathrm{f}\dot{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$under the influence $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{D}$ .Hilbert.
Iwould be pleased very much if our symposium $\infty \mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}$ contribuoe to widening and
deepening of the mathemafical foundafions in $\mathrm{e}\infty \mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ theow.
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